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Schlüssel Zusammenfassung Beschreibung

 ERA-8655 Start and stop of the LDAP-Sync operation is logged As an operator of a system, I would like to track the changes to organisation- and 
rights-system of a yuuvis RAD installation, in order to know what or who has made 
changes.

Acceptance criteria:

Start of LDAP-Sync operation is loged in the security-system-changelog
End of LDAP-Sync operation is loged in the security-system-changelog

 ERA-8885 Administrator can unclaim tasks of a user As an administrator I would like to be able to return all claimed tasks of a user (for 
instance due to user's absency, or for any other reason), so that other colleagues can 
claim them and work on them.

Acceptance criteria:

Administrator with functional right MANAGE_PROCESSES can return all claimed 
tasks of a user 

Technical details:

management studio request for changing of user data is POST /rest-ws/service
/organization/update/userid
we will create a new  endpoint that only unclaims the tasks, and it can be internal
triggered independently from user-status change. 
DELETE bpm/process/activitylocks?userId=id (probably "personalizerId"; probably 
extended by filter parameters like in DELETE bpm/process)
it returns list of tasks that were depersonalized

OKTO-
5405

Support for ranging for the document viewer when 
delivering PDFs in yuuvis RAD

As a developer, I would like to fetch PDF documents from the document viewer with 
the ranging attribute to be able to support viewers that only need parts of the 
document.

Acceptance criteria:

The interfaces for fetching the individual renditions support the request and delivery 
of documents with ranging via the standard headers (https://developer.mozilla.org

)/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Headers/Range
The feature is tested

TUK-912 The OCR Service is based on Finereader 12 As the system responsible, I want the OCR-service based on Finereader 12 so that 
we can get support for this.

Acceptance criteria:

The Finereader library is updated to version 12
The code is adopted with respect to changed licensing.

 TUK-1363 The agent is not popping up after the workstation has been 
reactivated and if the login was succesfull

As a user, after reactivating the workstation, I want the login dialog only to be shown if 
the login was not possible so that I do not have to close the window every time.

Acceptance criteria:

After starting the agent no dialog is shown, only if the user has to enter his 
credentials again.

 TUK-1372 A programmer gets the deputies of a user as well when 
calling the REST-WS endpoint getOrganizationObjectById
/getOrganizationObjectByName

As a programmer, I want to be able to get the substitutes of a user as well when 
calling the REST-WS endpoint getOrganizationObjectById so that I can reduce my 
calls.

Acceptance criteria:

The endpoint getOrganizationObjectById and getOrganizationObjectByName offers 
another parameter 'deputies' that offers the list of substitutes of the given user if set 
to true.
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 TUK-1388 The client and management studio ng supports the 
language Hebrew (he) like Arabic (ar) as Beta-Version

As the system responsible, I want the client to be prepared for the language Hebrew 
so that it is possible to test the application using this language including the right-to-
left mode.

Acceptance criteria:

Hebrew is part of the client source: Dates including its picker and decimals are 
formatted well.

 TUK-1408 The change of a column width of a form table is 
remembered

As a user, I want that my changes to a form table are remembered so that I do not 
have to change it every time.

Acceptance criteria:

The changes of the table form column width are remembered in a similar way as for 
result lists. The setting for the edit dialog is saved separately.
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